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Message from the Guest Editors

The atmosphere, ocean and land has been warmed and
many changes in the climate system become larger in
direct relation to increasing global warming, according to
AR6 of IPCC. Whether the characteristics of tropical
cyclones (TC) have changed or will change in a warming
climate is an important issue, particularly owing to the
large societal impacts. However, the subject of
considerable investigation is o en with conflicting results.
The role of cloud–radiation is argued to be critical in  TC
development, but it remains unclear how clouds will
change with global warming and feed back to climate
sensitivity. This Special Issue features studies addressing
the interaction of cloud–radiation feedback and dynamics
in TC genesis and development on different spatial-
temporal scales from the globe to storm.

This Special Issue includes, but is not limited to, the
following topics:

1. Role of cloud–radiation interaction in TC
2. Dynamics of TC genesis and development
3. Climate change and its impact to TC activities
4. Impact of ocean-atmosphere-land interaction to TC
5. Risk assessment and regional adaptation strategy

for TC hazard
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Editor-in-Chief

Prof. Dr. Marc A. Rosen
Faculty of Engineering and
Applied Science, University of
Ontario Institute of Technology,
Oshawa, ON L1G 0C5, Canada

Message from the Editor-in-Chief

I encourage you to contribute a research or comprehensive
review article for consideration for publication in
Sustainability, an international Open Access journal which
provides an advanced forum for research findings in areas
related to sustainability and sustainable
development. Sustainability publishes original research
articles, review articles and communications. I am
confident you will find the journal contributes to
enhancing understanding of sustainability and fostering
initiatives and applications of sustainability-based
measures and activities.
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